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5

Loneliness



Loneliness has gone to a party. He needs to meet new

people; anyone will do.

6



He tries to find courage by practicing conversations with his

own reflection.

‘Hello’

7



Loneliness slowly moves towards the party guests, but they

mistake him for a sloth.

‘I thought they only lived
in trees.’

8



By the time he gets to where the other guests were they

have moved away.

9



So Loneliness tries to impress the party guests with his

drinking antics.

10



But he has never tasted alcohol before, and now death is his

only friend.
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Love

12



Gertrude, Kurt-John Lloyd and Love sit under a tree in the

springtime. They watch the cute two-headed bunnies

frollicking nearby.

13



Gertrude goes off to pick some flowers, while Kurt-John

Lloyd and Love stay to watch the rabbits.

‘Those flowers look amazing!’

14



But in Gertrude’s absence, Love and Kurt-John Lloyd feel

gloomy.

‘Why are we so sad?’

15



Kurt-John Lloyd and Love both realise that they have

fallen madly in love with Gertrude, and both their hearts

burn with desire.

16



Kurt-John Lloyd asks for Love’s advice and finds out that

Love is willing to sacrifice his feelings for Gertrude because

of the love he has for his friend.

‘Follow your heart, go to her.’

17



Kurt-John Lloyd considers this as a two-headed bunny hops

by, and asks ‘What about you, Love, you will be alone?’

knowing that Love also longs for Gertrude.

18



As Kurt-John Lloyd strokes the two-headed bunny an idea

struck Love...

19



Now Gertrude and Kurt-John Lloyd can be alone together.

20
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Hate



Hate stood leaning against the window of her penthouse,

looking down upon all those ‘worker bees’ she despised so

much. She did this every day to make her feel powerful in

a way that her millions and success could not. 

22



As she sipped her finest wine, gazing down upon those ‘ants’

below, her eyes burned with hate.

23



One day she noticed a new window cleaner working on the

building. He was a beautiful man, and she wanted him.

24



Hate was a very strong woman and knew how to get what

she wanted. 

25



But she soon grew tired of him, as she did with everyone she

met, and sent him on his way without even knowing his

name.

26



The man had to watch through Hate’s window as the

months went by. He spent hours at her window and saw as

she used more and more people. Eventually the window was

so clean you could hardly tell it was there.

27



The window cleaner gradually grew an unimaginable rage

towards Hate.

28



One sunny and fine day, Hate came home, poured a glass of

wine and went to stand in her favourite spot against the

window. As she leaned towards it, however, she realised that

the glass had gone, but it was too late and she kept falling

forwards.

29



Hate fell to her death as the window cleaner watched from

high up in his carriage.

30



As he calmly replaced the glass window to Hate’s penthouse

a hate of his own bubbled and burned within him. Hate was

not dead after all…

31



Regret

32



Regret always felt he made the wrong decisions and so lives

in constant regret. Even the smallest things upset him.

33



One day he was invited out to two different places, to see

a band or to the cinema, and he worriedly made a choice to

see the band. But in the end he wishes he had gone to the

cinema as the band were terrible.

34



The next time this choice crops up he goes to the cinema,

but doesn’t enjoy the film. To make matters worse, his

friends who went to see the band said that it was amazing.

35



Regret wishes that he could be in two places at once.

36



Then he realises that his wish can be a reality!

37



Now he can be in two places at once.

38
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Envy



Envy lives in the smallest house on his street, and that

makes him mad.

40



Envy has no family or friends but wants some. He is jealous

of those who have what he does not.

41



Even at night he is envious of the moon glowing brighter

than him, almost as if it is laughing at him.

42



Envy is so fed up of feeling envious all the time, but what

can he do?

43



Envy finds an old spoon on the ground, it is rusty and sharp.

He decides to spoon out his eyes in the hope that if he can’t

see it, he won’t desire it.

44



But his plan has failed; now he envies people who can see.

Arrrrrgggggghhhhhh!

45



Lust

46



Lust noticed that a sexy stranger had moved into town.

47



She decides to invite the man over for tea and biscuits.

‘Hello I’m Lust.’

‘Hi, I’m Brandon, your new
neighbour.’

48



Brandon and Lust enjoy a nice chat over their tea, but time

pushes on and Brandon realises that it is getting late.

49



Lust, deep in thought, shows Brandon to the door...

50



...but it is a trick and Brandon is trapped.

‘You can’t just treat me like a
Tea-Hoesey and leave!.’

51



‘Now you will be mine forever!’ exclaims Lust, as she

swallows the key.

52
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Vanity



Vanity likes nothing more than to stare at himself in the

mirror; no one is as perfect as he.

54



He likes looking at himself so much that one mirror is not

enough. He sets to work on building a house entirely from

mirrors.

55



When it is finished he holds a house-warming party. Soon his

friends start to arrive.

56



But when the music is pumping and the bodies are moving on

the dance floor the mirrors break under the strain, and

razor sharp shards of mirror fall from the ceiling and walls.

57



Vanity is the only survivor but is left hideously disfigured.

58



He lives in solitude for some time before coming up with a

plan to be beautiful again. But he will need the help from

some other beautiful people.

59



He sets off on a journey to see if he can get the help he

needs.

60



Vanity arrives at his destination but isn’t feeling his usual

self as a strange corruption starts to fill up inside him.

61



He takes away a little part of the model to fulfil what

has been missing in his own life.

62



Now Vanity can be beautiful again.

63



Joy

64



Joy was remarkably happy and decided that he would play

the lottery today.

65



Later that evening his numbers came up, and he jumped for

joy so high that he went through the roof!

66



In fact, he jumped for joy so high he went into space!

67



But he then realised he would never get to claim his lottery

winnings and cried a single tear that turned instantly to

ice in the depths of space.

68



As a beam of light from a nearby star caught the icy tear

it created a spectacular display of colours and shapes.

69



It was so beautiful that Joy was overcome and exploded in

a dance of light, the happiest he had ever been.

70
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Happiness



It’s Sunday morning and time for Sid’s walkies.

‘Wake up Sid.’

72



But Sid seems tired today.

73



Passers-by notice a strange smell, but Happiness ignores their

negative comments.

‘What’s that awful smell?’

74



Now at home, Sid won’t even eat!

75



Happiness eventually realises that Sid is dead.

76



But then, he comes up with a clever plan…

77



Sadness

78



Sadness only notices the sad things in life, so he is always

unhappy.

79



One day he decides to go for a walk to try and find

something to smile about. The sun is out and all seems well.

80



Sadness sees a cat chasing a mouse, and he tries to scare the

cat away but it is too late!

81



Later that day the Gods decide to have a shower and

Sadness gets soaked through.

82



He goes home feeling miserable and curls up into bed.

83



Now he has caught a cold , but he has run out of medicine

and tissue. He has no friends to help him through these bad

times.

84



His eyes are red, his muscles ache and he has just realised

that he doesn’t have a mouth.

85



Tonight Sadness was feeling a little sorrier for himself than

usual. 

86
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Greed



Greed was born in a house by the sea in a small town and

was the youngest of five brothers.

88



Greed’s parents noticed that he was different to his

brothers, however. He didn’t like to share his toys and

especially his food, and he wanted everybody else’s for his

own. ‘Maybe calling him Greed was a bad idea’ said Greed’s

father, but the damage was done.

89



As the years went by Greed’s love of food meant that

there was not enough of it to feed the rest of the family,

and in time it started to show.

90



As more time passed by Greed grew even larger, but he was

eating so much that it left the entire town without

enough food and they all became as skinny as rakes. Greed

even once mistook someone for a back-scratching stick.

91



Eventually a town meeting was held to address the problem,

but Greed had to sit outside as he couldn’t fit into the

building.

92



Greed felt bad for what he had become, but he felt he

couldn’t help it because it was in his nature.

93



The town’s people came to a verdict, deciding to roll Greed

down the hill and into the sea to try and wash away their

problems.

94



But Greed was so big and heavy that when he hit the water

it created a tidal wave that destroyed the entire town

and everyone in it.

‘I wonder what
starfish tastes like?’

95



Fear

96



Fear is too afraid to go outside because to him the world is

a dangerous and terrifying place.

97



He gets bored and watches the television but this causes

more problems for Fear.

98



Fear even blocked up his letterbox.

99



Worried about hurting himself on furniture, he puts it all

into his spare room and then stays well clear of it.

100



It is a new day and Fear feels brave enough to read the

newspaper, even though there is a danger of getting paper-

cuts.

101



Now he is scared to eat.

102



Fear decides to make his home a safer place. He turns off

the gas, electricity and water in case something goes wrong.

Then he boards up the windows and doors to protect himself

from the outside world.

103



But eventually, in an empty corner of a dark and cold room,

Fear slowly dies from starvation.

104
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Pain



Pain lived happily on a small planet with his wife and two

children.

106



One day Pain’s son was taken ill and passed away. Pain’s heart

broke in two.

107



Some time later his wife had an accident and was buried

next to her son. Pain’s heart broke into four pieces.

108



Another year passed and finally his daughter was taken ill

and passed away, and Pain buried her with the rest of the

family. Pain’s heart shattered into tiny pieces.

109



Pain lay down flowers so that there were always fresh ones

at the graves. Pain had hope because he knew that one day

he would join his family in heaven.

110



But Pain lived forever.

111
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